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During a career which spanned over forty years E. Franklin Frazier 
produced numerous analyses and critiques of the Afro-American experi-
ence. Best remembered, perhaps, are his scholarly investigations of the 
family that secured his reputation as a sociologist and his polemics 
against the black middle class that established his notoriety as a social 
critic. Far less known, however, are his plans for social reform, particu-
larly his programs for black economic development. In the early 1920s, 
soon after his return from an examination of rural Danish co-operatives, 
he argued extensively that co-operative enterprises were a solution to 
black economic problems. During the 1930s he abandoned this approach 
for a more radical one and proposed that black and white workers unite 
in a common struggle against exploitive capitalism. Finally, by the 
1940s he discarded this idea and came to look upon governmental policies 
that encouraged full employment and provided social services as the 
answer. He moved in effect from co-operative capitalism to eclectic 
radicalism to welfare statism with each move reflecting a continuing 
search for an economy in which Afro-Americans might gain the benefits 
of full citizenship and the recognition of human equality.1 
Frazier, of course, was not an economic theorist; he lacked any sort 
of formal training in the discipline; and his shifting programs appear to 
be more the dabblings of an economic dilettante than the work of a 
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serious economic reformer. Nevertheless, his economic writings are sig-
nificant because they reveal certain central tendencies and patterns in 
his larger social thought. Throughout all of his work one theme pre-
dominated—a deep concern for the integration of the black man into 
the political, social and cultural institutions of American life. In recent 
years, however, this theme has been misread by critics who see him as a 
denigrator of Afro-American traditions and values. While some of their 
critiques are valid, they tend to treat him out of historical context and 
to overlook his racial goals.2 Writing at a time when scholars were only 
just beginning to renounce the idea of race as a legitimate scientific con-
cept and during a period when many Americans continued to reject 
blacks as social and cultural inferiors, Frazier saw his task as not only 
destroying the myths and misconceptions which supported racial preju-
dice but also creating theoretical and practical techniques to speed up 
the integration process. His prescriptions for economic reform were 
designed as part of that larger program. They were to be facilitators of 
integration. And, therefore, although they are tangential to his socio-
logical studies, they are an important aspect of his vision of a better 
society. Neglect of them has left a part of his thought obscure and has 
contributed to critical interpretations that miss or distort the larger thrust 
of his writings and hopes.3 
Some brief treatments of his economic ideas have appeared, but in 
general they have missed the search for integrationist tools that motivated 
Frazier's examination of economic institutions and produced his chang-
ing economic prescriptions. G. Franklin Edwards, for example, merely 
categorized Frazier's economic programs as a form of democratic social-
ism, while St. Clair Drake called him a "maverick neo-Marxist." Raymond 
Wolters and James O. Young described his economic thought as typical 
of a widespread generational radicalism among young black intellectuals. 
All of these accounts ignore Frazier's rejection of the binding tenets of 
any economic philosophy, the extent to which his economic ideas reflected 
his concern for integration, and the programmatic flexibility that ac-
companied his changing perceptions of how integration might be 
achieved.3 
The purpose of this article is to illuminate Frazier's economic thought. 
In specific terms, it will do two things. First, it will trace the development 
of his thought on two levels, one being the changing prescriptions set 
forth in his writings, the other his changing definitions of the role that 
economic programs and actions could play in the social development 
and eventual integration of Afro-Americans. Second, it will attempt to 
relate these prescriptions and definitions to the context in which they 
appeared and to Frazier's changing perceptions of what was needed to 
end segregation and discrimination. 
Frazier's concern with the problem of integration was evident from 
the very start of his career. Born in Baltimore in 1894, Frazier graduated 
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from Howard University in 1916 and spent three years as a teacher in 
varous segregated schools in the South. In the early 1920s after re-
ceiving a Master of Arts degree in sociology from Clark University, he 
accepted a position in Atlanta, Georgia that combined an instructorship 
in Sociology at Morehouse College with the directorship of the newly 
founded Atlanta School of Social Work. During these years as Frazier 
grew to maturity, his experiences in the South together with his personal 
observations of American social practices impressed upon him the need 
for some sort of program to improve the status of Afro-Americans in the 
United States. 
Frazier's first such program grew out of his early ideas of societal 
organization and evolution. As a young scholar Frazier had encountered 
Franklin Giddings' The Principles of Sociology, and he drew upon it 
heavily to argue that race relations in the United States were based 
upon anachronistic principles characteristic of an earlier stage of social 
evolution. Societies, he explained, had evolved through three stages, 
with each stage having its own unique principle of social cohesiveness. 
Primitive society, for example, had organized itself around kinship lines, 
but when it began to expand and conquer other groups it reorganized 
itself around the lines of authority to recognize the subordination of 
certain groups. This authority or subordination was institutionalized 
by establishing hereditary classes and by rewarding those classes with 
specific privileges or rights. The coming of the "revolutionary era" and 
industrial capitalism ushered in a reorganization of society along the 
modern principles of social equality and citizenship. Under these prin-
ciples a person had rights and privileges not as a member of a hereditary 
group but as an individual member of the society.4 
Unfortunately for blacks the societal evolution of America had stalled. 
At approximately the same time that the new principles were coming 
into operation blacks entered the social order as slaves. The introduction 
of a hereditary subordinate group provoked a return to the archaic au-
thoritarian principles and reinstituted the practice of assigning rights 
by class. Even after Emancipation, society continued to treat blacks as 
members of a separate and subordinate caste, not only denying them 
their civil rights but also, Frazier said, committing "the greatest crime 
of the age," denying their existence as human beings.5 
Frazier felt that the solution to this problem was two-fold. First, 
blacks had to demand that American society recognize the modern prin-
ciples of social organization and treat them as citizens and humans; and 
secondly and simultaneously, they must work to end those things that 
had facilitated their banishment to a caste outside of American society. 
Whites, as he saw it, would not willingly or passively recognize the prin-
ciple of social equality. They would yield only to forceful demands and 
political pressure, and these could be made more effective if blacks could 
eradicate those factors which created a caste system.6 
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As Frazier viewed matters, the walls of caste rested on three inter-
twined circumstances. First, blacks were racially different from whites; 
that is, their Negroid characteristics, while not representing any innate 
barriers to social equality, had acted as symbols of the other elements of 
caste status. Second, blacks were economically dependent on whites. Due 
to the pattern of black and white economic development most blacks 
spent their lives in poverty, working for white employers, buying from 
white merchants and renting from white landlords. Third, because of 
an incomplete assimilation of American culture, isolation from the cul-
tural mainstream of American life and inadequate educational and cul-
tural facilities, blacks had a lower leyel of culture than whites. Together 
these things were denying blacks access to American society. They posed 
"unnatural" barriers to integration, and to overcome them, Frazier urged 
not only pride in racial characteristics and racial heritage but measures 
to reduce economic dependence and remedy cultural deficiencies.7 
As early as 1920 Frazier identified acculturation and economic inde-
pendence as the central problems facing blacks. In a study of black 
longshoremen in New York City, he explained that their already op-
pressed existence was worsened by their failure to understand the values 
and habits of urban living. They could benefit, he felt, from "sane" 
and "liberal" methods of Americanization. Later as he became more 
familiar with the problems of Southern blacks through his position in 
Atlanta, he argued repeatedly that their chief need was "socialization." 
Many blacks, he wrote, were "ignorant," not only illiterate but ignorant 
of the "traditions, knowledge, and ideals which all people acquire by 
living in the social and physical environment to which they have become 
adapted." But as of the 1920s they had neither the time nor the oppor-
tunity to fully assimilate the culture of western whites. Black America's 
first step in racial advancement had to be the completion of the assimila-
tion process, for, unlike other racial or ethnic groups blacks did not 
have a culture outside of American life to draw upon. If they chose to 
shut themselves off from western culture, according to Frazier, their 
development would be arrested and they would remain on the level of 
"barbarism."8 
During this same period, Frazier was also aware of the black economic 
plight. His observations of the effects that the agricultural, mercantile 
and financial systems of the South had on rural blacks together with his 
contacts with the degraded and impoverished life of urban blacks led 
him to categorize blacks in general as "the most preyed upon of the 
economically dependent classes." Realizing, then, that blacks needed to 
conform to middle-class standards of behavior and culture and that they 
also needed economic security he hoped to devise a program that would 
solve both problems/9 
Frazier's promotion of black economic and cultural advancement was, 
of course, not a particularly original idea. Black spokesmen had advo-
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cated comparable programs since Emancipation, if not before. But 
despite its similarities to earlier proposals Frazier's version had its own 
new and unique aspects. In devising it, Frazier drew upon a variety of 
ideas then current in the American intellectual community. In particu-
lar, he borrowed extensively from the race-conscious socialistic programs 
of people like A. Phillip Randolph, Chandler Owen and Marcus Garvey. 
At the same time, he retained selected concepts from the entrepreneurial 
ideas of capitalist groups like the National Negro Business League. And 
finally, he appropriated the vision of an economy synthesizing socialist 
insights, trained intelligence and a capitalist spirit from any number 
of thinkers in the 1920s. The result was an amorphous economic and 
cultural program that might be labeled co-operative capitalism. Frazier 
hoped that by participation in economic activities—especially co-opera-
tive enterprises—black Americans would acquire a cultural education 
and an economic security which would, in time, assist their entrance into 
American life.10 
Frazier's decision to use co-operative enterprises as his specific cultural 
and economic tool emerged over a number of years. Like many young 
intellectuals in the period before the First World War, Frazier had been 
attracted to socialism and Marxist ideology. As an undergraduate at 
Howard University he had been an active member of the Intercollegiate 
Socialist Society. Later, during his research for his master's thesis he 
began to see more precisely how a collective economy might work for 
the betterment of the Afro-American. Examining the black radical pub-
lications of the day, he became acquainted with and impressed by the 
designs for economic independence set forth by A. Phillip Randolph, 
Chandler Owen and Marcus Garvey. These men, he felt, had moved 
beyond Booker T. Washington's advocacy of independence through in-
dividual initiative and urged the more workable and more realistic ap-
proach of collective action. And most important of all, they practiced 
what they preached. Their periodicals in which they promoted co-opera-
tive or collective enterprise were themselves co-operative ventures.11 
This interest was strengthened still further in 1921 when Frazier had 
the opportunity to see a co-operative economy at work. Supported by a 
fellowship from the American-Scandinavian Foundation he spent a year 
studying the rural co-operatives of Denmark. In the course of his ex-
amination he discovered that these enterprises had brought "wealth to 
the inhabitants," raising Danish farmers from "poverty and dependence 
to self-respect and comfort." He was so impressed by their success that 
he hoped to introduce similar institutions to America and to utilize them 
in solving the problems of the black community. Frazier was extremely 
confident that such organizations would help blacks to escape from their 
economic dependence and remedy their cultural deficiencies.12 
As Frazier envisioned it, these co-operatives could take a variety of 
forms. For black farmers, he suggested the formation of collective market-
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ing associations. These associations would be interracial in structure 
and designed on the basis of a thoroughgoing analysis of market condi-
tions and productive modes for each agricultural area. In order to break 
the back of agricultural subjugation, he also recommended that black 
and white farmers cooperate in the formation of credit unions where 
they could obtain financial assistance at reasonable rates. Finally for 
both rural and urban blacks, he proposed the creation of consumer 
co-operatives—consumer controlled stores in which blacks might pur-
chase what they needed at competitive prices and share in any profit 
through the distribution of dividends.13 
Frazier felt that co-operatives in any form, but particularly consumer 
co-operatives, were potentially powerful weapons in the battle to obtain 
economic independence. First, they were simple to operate. In the case 
of consumer co-operatives, their underlying principle of selling at the 
current market price and dividing the profits in proportion to the amount 
of goods purchased was a simple and readily understandable system of 
organization. Moreover, it was not only financially feasible given the 
limited resources of the community, but it was a relatively safe invest-
ment, for the co-operatives had, in effect, a guaranteed body of customers. 
Second, such institutions were in harmony with the development of 
modern capitalism. At a time when small businesses were having increas-
ing difficulties, co-operatives could take advantage of their large volume 
and guaranteed market to utilize some of the same administrative, pur-
chasing and marketing methods being used by large corporations and 
chain stores. Indeed, as Frazier saw it, they were probably more advanced 
than the modern corporation, for by their very nature they reflected the 
co-operative principles of the future. 
Third, co-operatives would enable blacks to develop the kind of 
business system in which they had genuine opportunities for advance-
ment and an equitable share of the rewards. Although long extolled as 
a means of advancing the race, black enterprises had been largely con-
fined to marginal and exploited areas of the economy. Every year black 
capitalists had started hundreds of independent stores and small busi-
nesses without realizing the inherent difference between the tobacconist 
at the corner and the tobacco trust. Co-operatively organized, blacks 
could break this pattern. They could participate in the development 
of natural resources, the preparation of them for consumption, and the 
movement of them to market while by-passing white merchants and em-
ployers. Black consumers could be served by black stores drawing on 
black suppliers and hiring black workers. Blacks would become in effect 
the producers of their own wants and needs in the distributive process 
—while remaining consumers—and the facilitators of employment oppor-
tunities in fields long denied to the race.14 
Besides acting as an aid to economic development, co-operatives could 
also give "the colored population as a whole an education in business" 
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and thus act as a stimulus to acculturation. Many black businesses had 
failed, Frazier explained, because their managers were ignorant of the 
simplest concepts of capitalism. Like the grocer who sold stock to meet 
his payroll, they were incompetent to function as entrepreneurs; this 
condition could be corrected by participation in co-operative structures. 
Beyond this, co-operatives could also train blacks in the essentials and 
practice of democracy, something that was badly needed for a people 
who had been denied access to political participation. And above all, 
they could mean an increase in white-collar, clerical and skilled employ-
ment and a corresponding decrease in unskilled and domestic employ-
ment. Blacks moving into these new jobs would gain in self-respect and 
assertiveness. They would learn to be self-reliant, industrious, thrifty 
and task-oriented and thus operate "in harmony with our economic 
system."15 
Although Frazier advocated collective rather than individual action 
the thrust of his proposals was to create a self-reliant and enterprising 
middle class. For him the resultant economic and cultural benefits were 
more important than the precise type of economic activity. When ac-
culturated and economically secure groups appeared through the efforts 
of individual entrepreneurs, he was more than willing to accept them 
as representative of black progress toward an integrated society because 
he felt that their appearance demonstrated the validity of his contentions 
concerning the obstacles to integration. In 1925 he found such a group in 
Durham, North Carolina; in Alain Locke's The New Negro he proudly 
displayed proof that acculturation and economic independence could be 
instrumental in ending caste barriers and racial discrimination. 
Durham was a city of remarkable economic development. Its black 
owned or controlled enterprises included brickyards, a lumber mill, an 
iron works, an unsuccessful textile mill and a very successful insurance 
company. Under the leadership of John C. Merrick, founder of the 
North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance Company and operator of a bank, 
a realty company and two drugstores, black enterpreneurs had made 
Durham "the capital of the black middle class," and in doing so had 
taken a major step toward the elimination of caste and the achievement 
of integration.10 
In most of the country, Frazier explained, black society had been 
divided into two classes: a professional group, which considered itself 
an elite and modeled its behavior on that of the white aristocracy, and 
a working class, composed not of artisans but of unskilled and domestic 
workers. Pervading both of these groups, moreover, were traditions 
amounting to a strange amalgam of what Frazier called the "peasant" 
and the "gentleman." Like peasants, blacks worked only to supply their 
immediate wants and needs; and like gentlemen, they possessed a love 
of leisure and a penchant for consumption. During slavery, blacks had 
acquired aristocratic habits through imitation of their gentleman masters, 
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and afterwards they had lacked the incentive to engage in productive 
activities. Only in places like Durham was the cultural baggage of the 
Afro-American experience being discarded and "the promise of a trans-
formed Negro" moving toward realization. In Durham, Frazier proudly 
announced, no longer could it be said "that the Negro is shiftless and 
a consumer. He has gone to work. He is a producer. He is respectable. 
He has a middle class." Durham demonstrated, if any place could, that 
black entrepreneurs were capable of acquiring the spartan and frugal 
virtues of the struggling bourgeoisie—of making hard work and long 
hours their rule, not out of necessity but out of the desire to expand 
their business and invade new fields. Their personal values and behavior 
patterns had become those of the white bourgeoisie. They valued progress 
and respectability, detested waste and immorality, and turned from aristo-
cratic consumptive patterns to those characteristic of rising capitalists.17 
Although Durham's achievements had not come through co-operative 
organizations, the city illuminated the potential for racial progress when 
black economic and cultural problems were solved. First, it demon-
strated that the Afro-American could acquire the bourgeois mentality 
and cultural attributes of western civilization. The Durham entrepre-
neurs were virtually indistinguishable from their white counterparts. 
Through their economic activities they had internalized the "typical 
spirit and push of modern industrialism," and had there been no color 
restrictions, their economic prowess and cultural achievements would 
have enabled them to mingle with the most conspicuous and prosperous 
commercial classes of the New South. Second, and more importantly, it 
showed that when blacks had a cultural life similar to whites and when 
they had a secure economic position, racial tensions were diminished. 
While racial discrimination had not vanished in Durham it had moder-
ated slightly. White businessmen recognized the existence of common 
values beneath skin color; they knew that the Durham middle class re-
spected property rights and "would no more vote for Debs than they"; 
and they acknowledged and supported the group's economic accomplish-
ments.18 
In many ways, to be sure, the Durham experience was unique; the 
"savage" racial prejudice of the lower South was absent and direct inter-
racial economic competition was minimal. But nevertheless, it confirmed 
Frazier's belief that economic development, cultural acquisition and 
racial integration were closely linked. And while co-operatives had not 
been needed in this particular situation, their successful use elsewhere 
could provide the leverage to begin a transformation of race relations. 
As the decade wore on, however, Frazier did begin to have some 
doubts about capitalist development as an avenue for racial progress. 
Economic activity, he had hoped, would enable blacks to acquire wealth 
that would be used for the benefit of the group. But those who did 
acquire such wealth, and with it its attendant bourgeois mentality, seemed 
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far less concerned with helping the rest of the race than with accomplish-
ing their own individual escapes. "A Negro businessman," Frazier wrote, 
"who gets out of the white man's kitchen or dining room rightly regards 
himself as escaping economic slavery." Yet once out, he would probably 
"maintain himself by exploiting the Negro who remains in the kitchen" 
and would take "consolation in the feeling that if he did not exploit 
him a white man would."19 
At approximately the same time that Frazier was becoming disen-
chanted with economic activity as an acculturation tool, he was discover-
ing a new one. Having left Atlanta in 1927, in the midst of a furor 
created by his authorship of an article which likened the mental processes 
of racism to those of insanity, he took up graduate studies at the Univer-
sity of Chicago. There, under the tutelage of the Chicago School's urban 
theorists, he borrowed ideas like Robert E. Park's concepts of segregation 
and selection, William I. Thomas and Florian Znaniecki's dualism and 
disorganization-reorganization and Ernest W. Burgess' theory of con-
centric zones and molded them into a theory of urbanization as a social-
izing process. According to Frazier, the city took rural blacks, exposed 
them to urban living and thus transformed them over time into dark-
skinned Americans having the habits and attitudes of the larger white 
society. Urbanization, he felt, created the opportunity for the more "in-
telligent" and "efficient" elements of the race to escape the traditional 
status of the black masses and to acquire a higher level of culture and 
civilization.20 
In his dissertation (later published as The Negro Family in Chicago, 
1932) and in a number of articles, Frazier illustrated the acculturating 
powers of the city. Using the black family as a representative unit, he 
examined the cultural levels within the black community in relation to 
the inherent organizational structure of both the ghetto and the larger 
metropolis. Unlike other scholars, he portrayed the ghetto as a micro-
cosm of urban social organization rather than an undifferentiated con-
glomeration of blacks. And within its confines, he found that black 
families underwent the identical processes of disorganization and reor-
ganization, selection and segregation that occurred in the larger me-
tropolis. The outcome, moreover, was essentially in conformity with 
the gradients for urban growth described by E. W. Burgess. The urban 
structure through its sifting and sorting mechanisms produced an eco-
logical pattern revealing the varying degrees of acculturation to white 
middle-class norms. Newly arrived blacks settled in the deteriorated 
areas near the central city. But after a period of cultural disorganization 
and reorganization, accompanied by economic improvement, they moved 
out toward the periphery. Correlating this intra-ghetto migration with 
family patterns, Frazier found that the farther blacks located away from 
the center of the city, the more their family structure and habits approxi-
mated those of the white middle class.21 
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At the same time that the city was acting as an acculturation tool it 
was also helping to restructure black economic life. During the 1920s 
many blacks enjoyed a modest amount of economic success. The massive 
migration of the war years had enabled a number of them to abandon 
their traditional occupations and gain employment as white collar and 
industrial workers in the growing economy of the North. Moreover, 
through the increased opportunities for contact and competition with 
other groups and through the exposure to new ideas and concepts offered 
by urban living, blacks were acquiring a racial pride and group conscious-
ness previously unknown. They were becoming, in Frazier's eyes, a race-
conscious proletariat having the potential for the further transformation 
of its economic position.22 
This promising situation, however, was short-lived. As prosperity 
gave way to depression, thousands of these new workers found themselves 
joining the growing ranks of the unemployed and destitute. Forced to 
subsist on limited savings and meager public relief, large segments of 
many black communities were reduced to dire want and poverty. In 
order to meet this problem Frazier formulated a second economic pro-
gram designed to capitalize on the power of the newly acculturated and 
urbanized black worker. He now abandoned his schemes for co-operative 
capitalism and joining together with young black intellectuals like 
Ralph Bunche, Benjamin Stolz and Abram Harris, he proposed the 
unification of all downtrodden workers, both black and white, into a 
movement to replace capitalism with the new and unspecified economic 
system. He envisioned his new system as not only alleviating black 
poverty and oppression but also leading ultimately to the integration 
of American society. 
Frazier's new designs are interesting because they indicate a shift in 
his thinking. In his pre-depression writings he had felt that the newly 
urbanized and industrial workers were neither a revolutionary nor even 
a mildly radical force. As newcomers to the industrial world, radical 
doctrines did not appeal to them. They were "wedded" to bourgeois 
ideals and lacked the leaders who might radicalize them. The depression, 
when it came, changed Frazier's views both in regard to black potential 
for radicalism and more importantly in regard to the role of economics 
in black advancement and integration. While he had always emphasized 
the need for economic betterment as a necessary foundation for civil 
and social equality, Frazier responded to the intellectual currents of the 
1930s and accepted, as many scholars did, a position more fully embrac-
ing the idea of economic determinism. The depression revealed to him 
the "true" nature of black oppression in the United States. To his new 
way of thinking, the status of an individual or a group was determined 
by his or its position in the economic organization. What this meant 
for Afro-Americans was that their position as landless peasants and menial 
workers had had more to do with their inferior social ranking than did 
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the working of racial prejudice. Frazier, of course, did concede that the 
latter had accentuated the harsher features of economic exploitation, 
but he insisted that the "relentless operation of dominant economic 
forces" in American capitalism had brought about the "degradation of 
black and white alike." The key, then, to the improvement of black life 
and ultimate integration was to create a non-exploitive economic sys-
tem—a system which would enable blacks to achieve positions of eco-
nomic security and human dignity. Frazier was certain, moreover, that 
the newly urbanized black proletariat was coming to this same conclusion 
and that it would and indeed should band together with its oppressed 
white counterpart in a struggle against the "owning classes." If this 
struggle was successful, Frazier was confident that it would do more to 
help black advancement than any amount of racially based actions.23 
In their attexxipt to create a new non-exploitive economic system 
Afro-Americans, Frazier felt, had to avoid one pitfall in particular: be-
ing misled and having their power misused in the naïve creation of a 
racially separate economy. Such schemes had long been popular in the 
black community and with the coming of the depression they gained 
an enhanced attractiveness. Among those attracted to them was the in-
fluential and prestigious W. E. B. Du Bois. Rationalizing that black 
America stood alone in this crisis, Du Bois proposed to tap black con-
sumptive and productive potential to construct a self-sufficient and ra-
cially separate socialist economy. While he realized the inherent com-
plexities of the system, he felt it could succeed if blacks would selflessly 
renounce the profit motive for racial service.24 
When Frazier learned of Du Bois' plan, he was so appalled at its 
economic and cultural implications that despite its superficial similarities 
to his earlier suggestion of co-operative capitalism and his own personal 
admiration for Du Bois, he leveled a scathing ad hominem attack upon 
Du Bois and his program. Du Bois, Frazier explained, had lost touch 
with reality. Not only did his proposals suggest that blacks would be 
willing to run an economy for service instead of profit but they ignored 
the black community's limited purchasing power, lack of investment 
capital and absence of vital economic skills. In economic terms, Frazier 
felt it amounted to a program of "Share Your Poverty," while in cultural 
terms it was little better. Du Bois, Frazier claimed, was a "marginal 
man"—a cultural hybrid who despite his occasional sensitivity toward 
blacks lacked a real sense of kinship or sympathy with the great mass 
of black men and women. His entire program was little more than a 
plan for locking up the black American "within his ghetto and there 
letting his petty social elite parade as the leaders and upper class in the 
Negro group."25 
In Frazier's eyes Du Bois' ideas were more of a hindrance than a help. 
Creating false expectations, they kept blacks from gaining a realistic 
appraisal of capitalism and the hopelessness of their situation within it. 
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Frazier was joined in this assessment by young black intellectuals such 
as Ralph Bunche, Abram Harris, Benjamin Stolz and Sterling Brown, 
who like him were both anti-capitalist and anti-separatist; working to-
gether with them he moved towards his own radical solution.20 
The correct approach, as Frazier and the others outlined it, was first 
to recognize the identity of interest between blacks and other economi-
cally oppressed groups; second, to accept the failure of capitalism as a 
workable economic system; and third, to co-operate with oppressed whites 
in building a new economic system. Just what this non-capitalist economy 
would look like, however, was never very clear. At a NAACP conference 
held in 1935 to formulate a coherent plan to meet the economic crisis, 
the young intellectuals had urged everything from fascism to communism 
to reformed capitalism. The only thing that Frazier and the other 
conferees could agree upon was the need for common action. The situa-
tion was not much different the following July when the NAACP estab-
lished a committee under the chairmanship of leftist Abram Harris to 
design a new organizational program. Although Frazier and the other 
radicals exerted a great deal of influence on the committee, particularly 
through parliamentary maneuverings and the delegation of authority 
to advisory groups which they staffed, the final report contained only 
vague suggestions designed to promote a biracial labor movement.27 
For Frazier, as for his associates, the precise economic goal was un-
clear. In his mind the installation of a particular type of economic 
system was not as important as upgrading the position of blacks within 
the economy. And consequently throughout the 1930s he continued 
to insist that black America had reached a ''crossroads" in its economic 
development and that to refuse to explore the possibilities offered by 
non-capitalist economic systems was "intellectual Uncle-Tomism," while 
never explicitly spelling out what path blacks should follow. His empha-
sis, instead, remained on mobilizing the power of the black masses and 
forging an alliance with white workers. Although he undoubtedly 
realized the difficulties in this approach, he was sure it was possible, and 
he was confident that it would have beneficial results. He was impressed, 
for example, by the emergence of a biracial organization of sharecroppers 
in Arkansas and by the relative success of an interracial miners' union 
in Alabama that was so powerful that the mineowners had to use the 
power of the state to break its grip. To Frazier these small scale opera-
tions pointed to future success. In the meantime he was not above trying 
to organize and direct the power of the masses himself. In 1934 he 
argued that mass organization was the way to correct the policies of the 
National Recovery Administration. Later in 1936 he and fellow radical 
Ralph Bunche were central figures in the institution of an economic 
boycott against a Washington, D.C. department store that had established 
Jim Crow restrooms.28 
Despite his faith, the power of the masses never crystallized into an 
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economic movement. It remained diffuse, scattering itself in fruitless 
strategies and contradictory tactics. Most blacks, and indeed most whites, 
preferred a reformed capitalism to an uncertain socialism as the solution 
to their economic dilemma. Consequently, as America entered the 1940s, 
the depression-born radicalism of Frazier and his associates faded away. 
Like many other Americans they abandoned their leftist answers and 
began to link black economic progress to the growing power of industrial 
unionism and the effectiveness of the nascent welfare state. Frazier and 
the others saw that the new labor organizations, particularly the Con-
gress of Industrial Organizations (CIO), recognized the economic po-
tential of black workers and went out of their way to create an interracial 
alliance. At the same time, the federal government, under the control 
of Franklin Roosevelt and other "liberal forces," came to see urban 
black voters as important constituents who deserved an equitable share 
of the New Deal's relief and recovery program.29 
While Frazier was pleased at this turn of events, he nevertheless felt 
that these two developments had produced only modest gains for the 
race. Even as late as the beginning of the Second World War, blacks 
were still, in his estimation, a "submerged element in the industrial life 
of the country." It was not until the militancy of the urban-proletariat 
asserted itself through A. Phillip Randolph's threatened March-on-Wash-
ington, in 1941, that action designed specifically to remedy black eco-
nomic problems emerged. With the issuance of Executive Order 8802— 
affirming the policy of non-discrimination in the government and the 
forbidding of discrimination by government contractors—and the crea-
tion of the Fair Employment Practices Committee (FEPC) to implement 
it, the federal government finally "struck at the root of color caste." 
By confirming the right to work according to ability, the government, 
Frazier felt, had not only signaled the abandonment of its laissez-faire 
policy towards race relations but had made a "covenant" with blacks 
guaranteeing them equal opportunity in employment. Through most 
of the war, however, the executive order and the FEPC were only par-
tially successful in fulfilling that covenant. To overcome the resistance 
they faced from powerful labor unions, influential industrial leaders, 
and important congressional blocs, Frazier constantly urged the institu-
tion of a more powerful FEPC backed by explicit and effective civil 
rights legislation.30 
By the war's end Frazier was convinced that the course of black wel-
fare and racial integration could best be advanced by further expansion 
of the federal welfare and regulating apparatus. Properly done, this 
could prevent economic contraction and mass unemployment, both of 
which were likely to strike blacks the hardest and to spark destructive 
forms of racial conflict and social alienation. And with these prevented 
through programs guaranteeing full employment and expanded social 
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services, blacks would be able to build upon their wartime gains and 
make further progress towards acceptance as full-fledged citizens.31 
Over the years Frazier had retreated from a youthful radicalism to 
an acceptance of the welfare state as a solution to the economic problems 
of blacks. In this respect he followed a path trod by many Americans, 
including many of the young black and white radicals of the 1930s. 
But for him this conversion represented more than a simple mellowing 
that comes with age. His acceptance of the federal intervention was 
clearly tied to his new conception of how integration might be achieved. 
All through the 1930s, even as he preached his doctrine of eclectic radi-
calism, Frazier continued his sociological investigations of the Afro-
American experience. Using the theoretical insights and methodological 
techniques acquired from his Chicago mentors, Frazier discovered that 
the forces inherent in urban-industrial society had transformed the Afro-
American and redefined his position in American life. Through urbaniza-
tion blacks lost their mental and cultural isolation, liberated themselves 
from the petty racial restrictions of the small town, gained a sense of 
racial consciousness, entered the political system, joined the ranks of 
the industrial and white collar work forces and eventually adopted the 
habits and behavior patterns of the white majority. Through increased 
economic participation and membership in biracial labor unions, blacks 
acquired both economic independence and a voice in the economic af-
fairs of the nation. Through the expanding role of the federal govern-
ment blacks became the recipients of much needed economic and social 
aid. Through the diplomatic struggles of the Cold War for the loyalty 
of the emerging and former-colonial nations, the United States was com-
pelled to place more importance in the solution of its own racial problem. 
And finally through the mass communications media and increased public 
awareness many whites came to see American race relations as a crisis 
confronting the nation as a whole.32 
All of his studies indicated, at least to Frazier's satisfaction, that by 
the late 1940s the problem of integration had changed. Blacks, as he 
saw them, were no longer a caste-bound group, isolated by economic 
and cultural deprivation. Nor were they an oppressed proletariat, crushed 
by impersonal economic forces. Instead, the forces of American life had 
made them a racially conscious minority group, comparable to European 
minority groups; given them allies in the form of the federal government, 
labor unions and concerned whites; and stood them on the threshold 
of integration.33 
Frazier's hopeful conclusions gained additional support from two 
other sources: the American intellectual community's "optimistic" view 
of race relations and his own personal and professional successes. By the 
late 1940s many, if not most, social scientists, having abandoned the 
earlier views of race, were confident that their investigations could lessen 
racial and ethnic hostilities and promote inter-group harmony. In works 
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like Gunnar Myrdal's An American Dilemma (1944) they proclaimed 
their faith in the ultimate elimination of racial injustice. As a responsive 
social scientist, Frazier was as optimistic as the rest and in many ways 
he had more reason to feel confident than many of his colleagues. At a 
time when black sociologists had to travel by Jim Crow railway cars to 
attend professional meetings and use the freight elevators to reach the 
lecture halls, Frazier's well deserved scholarly reputation secured for 
him the presidency of the Eastern Sociological Association (1944) and 
later the American Sociological Association (1948).34 
Through the interaction of all these factors Frazier came to define 
the problem of achieving integration and human and social equality 
differently. By the late 1940s and early 1950s the solution was to take 
advantage of the changes which had transformed the Afro-American 
and his relationship to American society and to destroy whatever barriers 
still remained. Frazier realized, of course, that many of these impedi-
ments would be formidable and consequently he wished to enlist the 
federal government as a partner in this struggle. And he was confident 
that given the further implementation of the welfare state's prescriptions 
for economic and social advancement, ''the progressive forces in America" 
would be able "to combat racial prejudice and intolerance and make 
further attacks upon the caste restrictions of the South."35 
Throughout Frazier's career the desire for total integration into white 
society remained a constant. What changed were his perceptions of the 
barriers involved and the means of overcoming them. As a young man 
he saw the Afro-American as being locked into a caste position through 
cultural deficiencies and economic dependence. Consequently, he de-
signed an economic program under which co-operative enterprise would 
become a tool for dissolving these barriers. In the 1930s he saw an 
emerging urban-industrial proletariat ground down by an oppressive 
economic system. And like many intellectuals of the period he sought 
a radical program encouraging recovery and ultimate integration. Finally, 
out of the experience of the 1940s, he came to accept the federal govern-
ment in the guise of the welfare state as the best instrument for achieving 
his social goals. He was neither without economic thought nor as easily 
labeled as some accounts of his life have held. For Frazier, economic 
change was one of the keys unlocking the doors to racial integration. 
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